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Audience
This document is intended for Unified Contact Center Express agents and supervisors who use the Finesse
desktop.

Conventions
This manual uses the following conventions:

DescriptionConvention

Boldface font is used to indicate commands, such as user entries, keys,
buttons, and folder and submenu names. For example:

• Choose Edit > Find.

• Click Finish.

boldface font
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DescriptionConvention

Italic font is used to indicate the following:

• To introduce a new term. Example: A skill group is a collection
of agents who share similar skills.

• For emphasis. Example: Do not use the numerical naming
convention.

• A syntax value that the user must replace. Example: IF (condition,
true-value, false-value)

• A book title. Example: See the Cisco CRS Installation Guide.

italic font

Window font, such as Courier, is used for the following:

• Text as it appears in code or that the window displays. Example:
<html><title>Cisco Systems,Inc. </title></html>

window font

Angle brackets are used to indicate the following:

• For arguments where the context does not allow italic, such as
ASCII output.

• A character string that the user enters but that does not appear on
the window such as a password.

< >

Documentation and Service Requests
For information on obtaining documentation, submitting a service request, and gathering additional information,
see the monthlyWhat's New in Cisco Product Documentation, which also lists all new and revised Cisco
technical documentation, at:

http://www.cisco.com/en/US/docs/general/whatsnew/whatsnew.html

Subscribe to theWhat's New in Cisco Product Documentation as a Really Simple Syndication (RSS) feed
and set content to be delivered directly to your desktop using a reader application. The RSS feeds are a free
service and Cisco currently supports RSS version 2.0.

Documentation Feedback
You can provide comments about this document by sending email to the following address:

mailto:ccbu_docfeedback@cisco.com

We appreciate your comments.
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C H A P T E R  1
Cisco Finesse Desktop Interface

• Cisco Finesse Desktop Interface, page 1

Cisco Finesse Desktop Interface
When you sign in to Cisco Finesse, the appearance of the desktop depends on whether your role is that of an
agent or a supervisor. Supervisors have additional features that appear on their desktops.

This chapter describes the interface of the Finesse desktop for agents and for supervisors.

The Finesse desktop is customizable. Your administrator may add custom gadgets to the desktop or change
the appearance. This guide discusses the Finesse desktop as it appears out of the box.

Note

Finesse Agent Desktop
After you sign in, you can change your status to Ready to make yourself available for calls. The buttons in
the call control area change depending on the situation. For example, when you are on a call, Consult, Hold,
Keypad, and End buttons are available. When you have a call on hold and are on a consult call, Conference,
Transfer, Retrieve, and End buttons are available. When you are on a conference call, buttons for Hold,
Consult, Keypad, and End are available.

The Finesse agent desktop provides the following out-of-the-box functionality:

• Basic call control: Answer, hold, retrieve, end and make calls.

• Advanced call control: Make a consultation call and transfer or conference the call after the consultation.

• Send DTMF digits: Send DTMF digits to interact with an IVR system.

• Not Ready and Sign Out reason codes: Code to indicate why you are changing your status to Not Ready
or signing out (your administrator defines these codes).

•Wrap-up reasons: Wrap-up reason for each call (your administrator defines the wrap-up reasons).

• Phonebooks: List of contacts from which you can select one to call (your administrator defines what
contacts appear in your phonebook).
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•Workflows: Your administrator can define workflows that are triggered by call events (for example,
your administrator may create a workflow that causes a browser pop on your desktop when a call arrives).

• Live Data reports

The functionality available to you depends on what your administrator has configured. For example, if your
administrator did not define wrap-up reasons, you cannot choose a wrap-up reason.

To ensure that all features of the Finesse agent desktop work properly, you must disable pop-up blockers.

If you use Internet Explorer to access Finesse, you must ensure that your browser is not running in
Compatibility View. If Compatibility View is enabled in your browser, the following message appears:

Your browser is now running in Compatibility View, which is not supported and may cause issues with
Finesse. To continue, turn off Compatibility View.

To turn off Compatibility View, click the icon to the right of the address bar in your browser, or from
your browser menu, select Tools > Compatibility View.

Note

Finesse Supervisor Desktop
In addition to the same call-control functionality provided by the agent desktop, the supervisor desktop also
provides the following:

• Team Performance gadget

• Live Data gadget

To ensure all features of the Finesse supervisor desktop work properly, you must disable pop-up blockers.Note

Team Performance Gadget

On the Team Performance gadget, you can select a team from a list of teams assigned to you. You can view
the agents on that team, their current state, the time in state, and their extension. You can click the column
headers to sort the information by Agent Name, State, Time in State, or Extension.

The Time in State field refreshes every 10 seconds. When Finesse receives an agent state change event, the
timer for that agent resets to 0. Time in state displays for all agent states except for Logged Out.

The Team Performance gadget also provides the following functionality:

• Silent monitoring: Silently monitor an agent call.

• Force state change: Force an agent into Ready state or sign an agent out.

When you silently monitor an agent, a Barge In button appears in the call control area. You can click this
button to barge in to a call between the agent and customer. After you barge in, you can choose to intercept
the call by dropping the agent.
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State and Call Timers
The Finesse desktop provides agent state and call timers.

The agent state timer appears next to the agent state drop-down list when you are in Not Ready or Ready state
and updates every second. The format for this timer is mm:ss. If you are in the state for more than one hour,
the format changes to hh:mm:ss (for example, 05:25 or 01:10:25).

When you change state (for example, from Not Ready to Ready or from Not Ready with a reason code to Not
Ready with a new reason code), the timer resets to 00:00.

The Finesse desktop provides call timers in the Call Control gadget (in the format mm:ss). The call timers
provide the following information:

• Total Call Time: Indicates the duration of your current call.

• Hold Time: Indicates the amount of time that the call has been on hold. When you place a call on hold,
this timer shows the hold time, followed by the total call time in parentheses.

•Wrap-Up Time: Indicates the amount of time that you have been in wrap-up state. If wrap-up is enabled
for you, you transition to wrap-up state when you end the call.

If the call exceeds 1 hour, the timer still displays in minutes and seconds. For example, at 1 hour and 15
seconds, the timer displays 60:15.

If the Finesse server cannot accurately calculate the state time or the call time (such as under certain
failover conditions), the timer displays in the format “- -:- -”

Note

Browser Behavior
If the browser window for the Finesse desktop is minimized or behind another browser window, the browser
window is restored or brought forward if any of the following occurs:

• A new call arrives on the desktop.

• You are signed out due to failover or inactivity.

• A supervisor signs you out.

The behavior of Finesse may differ depending on the browser used. The following table details the behavior
of the Finesse desktop for the supported browsers.
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ResultScenario

Internet Explorer and Firefox: Finesse restores back to size
and position (on top of other windows).

If you are using Internet Explorer and have multiple
tabs open, Finesse flashes in the task bar but does
not come to the front.

Note

Finesse Desktop is minimized.

Internet Explorer: Finesse flashes in the task bar.

Firefox: Finesse does nothing.

Finesse Desktop is behind other non-browser
windows.

Internet Explorer: Finesse flashes in the task bar.

Firefox: Finesse comes to the front.

Finesse is behind other browser windows.

If you are using Internet Explorer to access the desktop, this feature works by default. If you use Firefox
to access the desktop, you must perform the following steps for this feature to work.

Note

1 Open the Mozilla Firefox browser and enter the following in the address bar:

about:config

2 If a warning page appears that states this might void your warranty, click I'll be careful, I promise.
3 In the Search field, enter dom.disable_window_flip.
4 Double-click dom.disable_window_flip to set the value to false.

Browser Settings for Internet Explorer
If Internet Explorer is used to access the Finesse desktop, certain settings must be configured in the browser
to ensure all features of Finesse work properly.

Disable pop-up blockers.

Finesse does not support Compatibility View. Make sure the desktop is not running in Compatibility View.

Configure the following privacy and advanced settings:

1 From the browser menu, select Tools > Internet Options.

2 Click the Privacy tab.

3 Click Sites.

4 In the Address of website box, enter the domain name for the Side A Finesse server.

5 Click Allow.

6 In the Address of website box, enter the domain name for the Side B Finesse server.

7 Click Allow.

8 Click OK.
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9 On the Internet Options dialog box, click the Advanced tab.

10 Under Security, uncheck theWarn about certificate address mismatch check box.

11 Click OK.

You must enable the following security settings to allow users to sign in:

• Run ActiveX controls and plug-ins

• Script ActiveX controls marked as safe for scripting

• Active scripting

To enable these settings:

1 From the Internet Explorer browser menu, select Tools > Internet Options.

2 Click the Security tab.

3 Click Custom level.

4 Under ActiveX controls and plug-ins, select Enable for Run ActiveX controls and plug-ins and Script
ActiveX controls marked safe for scripting.

5 Under Scripting, select Enable for Active Scripting.

Finesse Desktop Failover
In a contact center deployment, Cisco Finesse is installed on two nodes. If the Finesse server that you are
currently signed in to goes out of service, a banner appears at the top of the desktop that notifies you that the
desktop lost connection to the server.

The Finesse desktop checks for the following:

•Whether the current Finesse server recovers its state

•Whether the alternate Finesse server is available

If the current Finesse server recovers, the desktop is reconnected. A banner appears that notifies you that you
have successfully reconnected. If the current Finesse server does not recover but the alternate server is available,
your desktop redirects to the alternate server and automatically signs you in.

When the desktop fails over or reconnects, if the last state you selected prior to the failover was Ready, Finesse
attempts to preserve that state. When Finesse recovers, the desktop attempts to send a request to put you back
in Ready state.
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The Finesse desktop can only preserve a selection of Ready state that was made on the same desktop. The
following exceptions apply:

Note

• If you are in Wrap-Up state when the desktop recovers, Finesse does not send a request because
doing so would automatically end your wrap-up session. After the wrap-up timer expires, your state
is determined by Unified Communications Manager and may depend on the type of failover that
occurred.

• If you were put in Not Ready state (either by your supervisor or by the system (for example, Ring
No Answer), your selection of Ready is not preserved.

• Unsolicited state changes are not taken into account. For example, if a supervisor put you in Ready
state (you did not select Ready), your Ready state may not be preserved. If your last selection was
Ready and the system attempts to change your state to Not Ready (such as for Ring No Answer),
your selection of Ready is preserved.

One Desktop Session Supported Per Agent
Cisco Finesse supports only one desktop session at a time for each agent. If an agent signs in to the Finesse
desktop and then tries to sign in to a second desktop session in another browser window or on another computer,
on the same Finesse server, Finesse signs the agent out of the first desktop session.

If an agent signs in to Finesse and then opens another browser tab with the same URL, Finesse signs the agent
out of the first session and automatically signs the agent in on the second tab. If the agent then opens a third
tab with the same URL, the agent is taken to the sign-in page on the third tab. The agent remains signed in
on the second tab and can continue to use the desktop. However, if the browser is refreshed, the agent is signed
out of the second tab and presented with the sign in page.

It is possible for an agent to sign in to the desktop using the URL for one Finesse server and then sign in to
the desktop using the URL for the alternate Finesse server. If the first server goes down and the desktop fails
over to the alternate server, Finesse signs the agent out of the session on the alternate server.

Finesse does not support an agent signing in to two desktop sessions at the same time using the URL for each
Finesse server.
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C H A P T E R  2
Common Tasks

• Common Tasks, page 7

Common Tasks
This chapter describes common tasks that agents and supervisors perform. These tasks include signing in and
signing out of the desktop, changing your state, selecting reason codes and wrap-up reasons, and call control
tasks.

Sign In to the Finesse Desktop

Procedure

Step 1 Enter the following URL in the address bar of your browser:
https://<FQDN>:<portnumber>/desktop/container, where FQDN is the fully qualified domain name of your
primary server.

Step 2 In the ID field, enter your agent ID or username.
Agent IDs are case sensitive and can contain letters, numbers, hyphens (-), underscores (_), and
periods (.). Agent IDs are assigned to you by your administrator. Agent IDs cannot begin or end with
a period or contain two periods in a row.

Note

Step 3 In the Password field, enter your password.
Step 4 In the Extension field, enter the extension of your phone.
Step 5 Click Sign In.

You are signed in to the Finesse desktop. Your role (agent or supervisor), agent name, agent ID, and extension
appear in the header. Your status is set to Not Ready.
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Accept Security Certificates
The first time you sign in to the Finesse desktop, you may be prompted to accept security certificates before
you can continue. Unless the certificates are deleted, you should only need to accept them once. These
certificates allow the Finesse desktop to communicate over a secure connection to the Finesse server.

You must make sure pop-ups are enabled for the Finesse desktop.

If you are using a Windows client, signed in as a Windows user, and using Internet Explorer, you must
run Internet Explorer as an administrator to install these security certificates. In your Startmenu, right-click
Internet Explorer and select Run as administrator.

Contact your administrator if you do not have the required permissions to install the security certificates.

Note

Procedure

Step 1 Enter the URL for the Finesse desktop in your browser.
Step 2 If you use Internet Explorer:

a) A page appears that states there is a problem with the website's security certificate. Click Continue to
this website (not recommended) to open the Finesse sign-in page.

b) Enter your agent ID or username, password, and extension, and then click Sign In.
The following message appears:

Establishing encrypted connection...

A dialog box appears that lists the certificates to accept.

c) Click OK on the dialog box.
A new browser tab opens for each certificate you need to accept. A certificate error appears in the address
bar.

Depending on your browser settings, a window may open for each certificate you need to accept
instead of a browser tab.

Note

d) Click Certificate error and then click View Certificates to open the Certificate dialog box.
e) On the Certificate dialog box, click Install Certificate to open the Certificate Import Wizard.
f) On the Certificate Import Wizard, click Next.
g) Select Place all certificates in the following store, and then click Browse.
h) Select Trusted Root Certification Authorities, and then click OK.
i) Click Next.
j) Click Finish.

A Security Warning dialog box appears that asks if you want to install the certificate.

k) Click Yes.
A Certificate Import dialog box that states the import was successful appears.

l) Click OK.
m) Click OK on the Certificate dialog box.
n) Close the browser tab. You are asked to accept another certificate. Repeat the preceding steps until all

certificates are accepted.
After you accept all required certificates, the sign-in process completes.
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To remove the certificate error from the desktop, you must close and reopen your browser.Note

Step 3 If you use Firefox:
a) A page appears that states this connection is untrusted. Click I Understand the Risks, and then clickAdd

Exception.
b) Ensure the Permanently store this exception check box is checked.
c) Click Confirm Security Exception.

The Finesse sign-in page appears.

d) Enter your agent ID or username, password, and extension, and then click Sign In.
The following message appears:

Establishing encrypted connection...

A dialog box appears that lists the certificates to accept.

e) Click OK.
A browser tab opens for each certificate that you need to accept.

f) On each tab, click I Understand the Risks, and then click Add Exception.
g) Ensure the Permanently store this exception check box is checked.
h) Click Confirm Security Exception.

Each tab closes after you accept the certificate.

After you accept all required certificates, the sign-in process completes.

Accept Certificates for Live Data Gadget
The Cisco Unified Intelligence Center Live Data gadget provides reports that you can view in the Finesse
desktop. If your desktop contains these reports, the first time you sign in, you may be prompted to accept
security certificates.

Procedure

Step 1 Sign in to the Finesse desktop.
The Cisco Unified Intelligence Center Live Data gadget displays a message that states Finesse is checking
for connectivity. If Finesse detects that security certificates must be accepted, a message appears that lists the
certificates that you must accept to use Cisco Unified Intelligence Center.

Each CiscoUnified Intelligence Center report displays this message.Note

Step 2 Click OK.
A new browser tab (or window, depending on your browser settings) opens for each certificate that you need
to accept. The message in the gadget changes to state that to continue, accept the certificates in the opened
tabs.

Step 3 If you use Internet Explorer:
a) Click Certificate error and then click View Certificates to open the Certificate dialog box.
b) On the Certificate dialog box, click Install Certificate to open the Certificate Import Wizard.
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c) On the Certificate Import Wizard, click Next.
d) Select Place all certificates in the following store, and then click Browse.
e) Select Trusted Root Certification Authorities, and then click OK.
f) Click Next.
g) Click Finish.

A Security Warning dialog box appears that asks if you want to install the certificate.

h) Click Yes.
A Certificate Import dialog box that states the import was successful appears.

i) Click OK.
j) Click OK on the Certificate dialog box.
k) Close the browser tab. You are asked to accept another certificate. Repeat the preceding steps until all

certificates are accepted.
After the browser tabs are closed, the Cisco Unified Intelligence Center Live Data gadget reloads.

Step 4 If you use Firefox:
a) In each tab, click I Understand the Risks, and then click Add Exception.
b) Ensure the Permanently store this exception check box is checked.
c) Click Confirm Security Exception.

After the browser tabs are closed, the Cisco Unified Intelligence Center Live Data gadget reloads.

Sign Out of the Finesse Desktop

Do not close your browser to sign out of the Finesse desktop. Finesse can take up to 120 seconds to detect
that your browser closed and an additional 60 seconds to sign you out. Finesse may continue to route
contacts to you during this time.

Sign out of the desktop as described in the following procedure.

Important

Procedure

Step 1 Ensure your status is set to Not Ready. Click the status drop-down list and select Not Ready (or Not Ready
with the appropriate reason code).

Step 2 Click Sign Out.
A drop-down list appears that contains the Sign Out reason codes.

If no Sign Out reason codes are configured for your team, Finesse signs you out when you click Sign
Out.

Note

Step 3 Select the appropriate Sign Out reason code from this list.
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Change Your State
When you sign in to the Finesse desktop, your state is set to Not Ready by default. You can then set your state
to Ready or choose from one of the configured Not Ready reason codes.

If you are in Ready state, you can set your state to Not Ready. While you are on a call, you can select a state
to be applied when the call is complete.

If wrap-up state is enabled for you, when a call ends, you transition to Wrap-Up state. While in Wrap-Up
state, you can complete any after call work. To end Wrap-Up state, you must select your new state (Ready or
Not Ready) from the drop-down list or wait for the preconfigured timer to expire.

Procedure

Step 1 Click the drop-down arrow beside your current state.
Step 2 Select the appropriate state from the list.

Your agent state changes to reflect your choice. If you are on a call and select a state, Finesse shows your
current state and the pending state to which you will transition when the call ends.

Make a Call
Your status must be set to Not Ready to make an outgoing call.

Procedure

Step 1 Ensure your status is set to Not Ready (or Not Ready with the appropriate reason code).
Step 2 ClickMake a New Call.

The panel expands to reveal the keypad and a list of phone contacts. Your administrator assigns phone contacts
to you.

Step 3 Choose the contact from the list or enter the number you want to call into the dial pad.
Enter text in the search field to search the list of contacts. Select a contact to populate the dial pad
with the phone number.

Note

Step 4 Click Call.
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Step 5 To end the call, click End.

Answer a Call
You must be in Ready state to be available for customer calls. When a call arrives at the desktop, your state
automatically changes to Reserved. The call control area expands to show the call variables configured for
your system.

You can receive a call from another agent while you are in Not Ready state.Note

Procedure

Step 1 Click Answer.
Your state changes to Talking. You are connected to the caller.

Step 2 To end the call, click End.
Your state changes to Ready and you are available for the next incoming call.

If you want to be in Not Ready state when the call ends, you can click the drop-down arrow beside your state
while you are on the call. You can choose Not Ready or Not Ready with the appropriate reason code. Your
state changes to Talking->Not Ready (Pending). When the call ends, your state changes to Not Ready.

Initiate a Consult Call
You must be on an active call to initiate a consult call.

Procedure

Step 1 Click Consult.
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The call control area expands to reveal the keypad and a list of contacts.

Step 2 Choose the contact you want to consult from the list of contacts or enter the number into the keypad.
Step 3 On the keypad, click Call.

The customer call is placed on hold. You are connected to the agent or supervisor that you called.

Step 4 After you consult with the agent or supervisor that you called, you can choose to end the consult call and
retrieve the customer call, conference the customer into the consult call, or transfer the customer to the agent
or supervisor that you consulted.

DescriptionOption

Click End on the consult call and then click Retrieve
on the customer call.

To end the consult call and retrieve the customer
call

Click Retrieve on the customer call.

ClickRetrieve on the consult call to place the customer
on hold and go back to the other agent or supervisor.

To place the other agent or supervisor on hold and
go back to the customer

Click Conference. If you want to leave the conference,
click End.

To conference the customer into the consult call

Click Transfer.To transfer the customer to the agent or supervisor
you are consulting with

Send DTMF
Use the Send DTMF feature to send a string of dual-tone multifrequency (DTMF) digits during a call. For
example, you can use this feature to interact with an interactive voice response (IVR) system to enter an
account number or a password.

You must be on an active call to use this feature.Note

Procedure

Step 1 Click the Keypad button.
The call control area expands to reveal the keypad.

Step 2 Click the appropriate buttons on the keypad to enter the DTMF digits.
You can send the following characters as part of a DTMF string:

• 0-9

• A-D

• pound sign (#)
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• asterisk (*)

You must use the keypad to enter the digits. You cannot type the digits using your keyboard.Note

The corresponding characters appear in the text field above the keypad (this text field is read-only).

Step 3 Click the Keypad button again to close the keypad.

Live Data Reports

Access Live Data
Cisco Finesse agent and supervisor desktops provide Live Data gadget.

Live Data gadget displays information about the current state of the contact center. This gadget receives data
from the real-time data source at frequent intervals.

This feature provides the following access:

• Agents can access the Live Data agent reports.

• Supervisors can access the Live Data agent and supervisor reports.

To access reports, the administrator must add and configure them in the Cisco Finesse administration console.

In Cisco Finesse agent desktop, click theMy Statistics tab to access the reports.

In Cisco Finesse supervisor desktop, click the Team Data tab and Queue Data tab to access the reports.

Live Data Reports
For more information about the Live Data reports that are supported by Cisco Finesse, see Live Data Reference,
on page 19.
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C H A P T E R  3
Supervisor Tasks

• Supervisor Tasks, page 15

Supervisor Tasks
This chapter describes the tasks that supervisors perform.

Monitor a Call
You must be in Not Ready state to monitor an agent. You can only monitor one agent at a time. To monitor
another agent, you must end the silent monitoring call, and then select a new agent who is in Talking state.

Procedure

Step 1 From the Team Performance drop-down list, choose the team to which the agents you want to monitor belong.
Step 2 Select the agent that you want to monitor. The agent you select must be in Talking state.

The Start Monitoring button becomes active.

Step 3 Click Start Monitoring.
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The Start Monitoring button changes to Monitoring Agent. The silent monitor call appears in the call control
area of your desktop. The Hold, Barge In, and End buttons are active. You can click Hold to place the call
on hold and then click Retrieve to retrieve it. You can click Barge In to barge into the call.

Step 4 To end the silent monitor call, click End.

Barge In on a Call
The Barge In feature allows you to join a call between an agent and a caller.

You can only barge in on a call that you are silently monitoring.Note

Procedure

Step 1 From the Team Performance list, select an agent who is in Talking state to monitor.
Step 2 Click Start Monitoring.

The Start Monitoring button changes to Monitoring Agent. The silent monitor call appears in the call control
area of your desktop. The Barge In button appears.

Step 3 Click Barge In.

The call becomes a conference call between you, the agent, and the caller.

Intercept a Call
After you barge in to a call between an agent and a caller, you can intercept the call by dropping the agent
from the call. You can also use this feature to drop a participant from any conference call in which you are a
participant.

Procedure

Step 1 Click the Drop drop-down list.
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Step 2 Click the agent who you want to drop from the list of participants.
You can only drop an agent from the call. You cannot drop a CTI Route Point, IVR Port, or a
caller.

Note

The selected agent is dropped from the call.

Search and Play a Recorded Call
Cisco MediaSense provides Search and Play gadget, a web interface, which allows the end user to search and
filter active and completed call recordings. Use this gadget to search for specific recording files, play them,
or download them to your desktop.

Recorded files in Cisco MediaSense have tags that are useful as a search and filter criteria in the Search and
Play gadget.

These tags are based on the following parameters:

• Agent ID: Logged-in Unified CCX agents who participate in the recording.

• Team: Names of all those Unified CCX teams whose agents participate in the recording.

• CSQ: Name of the CSQ in which the call being recorded is queued and processed.

Unified CCX creates and applies searchable tags to recordings. Use these tags to easily identify recordings.
Every tag applied by Unified CCX is prefixed with "CCX:<tag_value>". The supervisor or the agent can
search and filter recordings using these parameters or combination of them.

For more information about searching and playing a recorded call, see section Search and Play inMediaSense
User Guide at http://www.cisco.com/en/US/products/ps11389/products_user_guide_list.html.
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A P P E N D I X  A
Live Data Reference

• Live Data Reference , page 19

Live Data Reference
This section contains reports that agents and supervisors can access using Cisco Finesse.

Agent CSQ Statistics Report
The Agent CSQ Statistics Report presents the current day's call queue statistics, since midnight, of the Contact
Service Queues (CSQ) to which the agent is associated.

Charts

None

Fields

The report includes a table that displays the following information:

DescriptionField

Login ID of the agent.Agent ID

Name of the CSQ.CSQ Name

Number of calls in queue for a CSQ.Calls Waiting

Elapsed wait time of the oldest call in the queue.Longest Call in Queue

Filter Criteria

You can filter using the following parameter:
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ResultFilter parameter

Displays information for the CSQs that belong to the specified teams.Team Name

Grouping Criteria

None

Agent State Log Report
The Agent State Log Report presents the agent state and duration in that state, wrap-up data, and the reason
code (where applicable) for the current day, since midnight.

Charts

None

Fields

The report includes a table that displays the following information:

DescriptionField

Login ID of the agent.Agent ID

Time the agent state is initiated.Start Time

State of the agent—Login, Logout, Not Ready, Ready, Reserved, Talking,
or Work.

Agent State

Wrap-up data entered by the agent in Work state.Wrap-up Data

Reason code for the agent moving to Logout state or Not Ready state. Zero
indicates that no logout reason code is configured or that the agent was
unable to enter a reason code. It is also zero for other states.

To view a list of reason codes and their descriptions, see the “Predefined”
reason codes section below.

Reason Code

Time that the agent spent in a state.Duration

Filter Criteria

You can filter using the following parameter:

ResultFilter parameter

Displays information for the agents who belong to the specified teams.Team Name
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Grouping Criteria

None

Predefined Reason Codes

Event DescriptionEventStateReason
Code

Supervisor changes an agent’s state to Logout.SUP_AGT_TO_LOGOUTLogout22

Supervisor changes an agent’s state to Not Ready.SUP_AGT_TO_NOT
READY

Not
Ready

33

Agent is logged out from Unified CCX as the agent is deleted
fromUnified CommunicationsManager. This event is triggered
when Unified CCX synchronizes the agent information with
Unified Communications Manager.

AGENT_DELETEDLogout32748

Agent's state changes from Talking to Not Ready because the
Cancel feature is triggered during an Interactive Call
Distribution (ICD) consult call between two agents.

When the consulting agent presses the Cancel softkey on the
phone, the consulted agent is no longer associated with the
ICD call, and the consulted agent's state changes to Not Ready.
This feature is available only on some of the newer phones.

CANCEL_FEATURENot
Ready

32749

Agent is logged out from Unified CCX because the agent’s
Unified CCX extension changes in Unified Communications
Manager.

AGT_IPCC_EXT_
CHANGED

Logout32750

Agent receives a preview outbound call and skips the call.AGENT_SKIPSReady32751

Agent receives a preview outbound call, decides to cancel the
reservation, and presses theCancel Reservation button on the
desktop.

CANCEL_RESERVATIONReady32752

Agent’s phone line is flagged as a restricted device by the
administrator of Unified Communications Manager.

If an agent’s line is added to the restricted list, it
affects the function of RmCm subsystem.

Attention

If Allow Control of Device from CTI is not checked in the
Default Device Profile Configuration window in Unified
Communications Manager, the line remains restricted and
cannot be controlled. You can modify this setting for devices
that register with Unified Communications Manager. See the
CiscoUnifiedCommunicationsManager AdministrationGuide,
located at: http://www.cisco.com/en/US/products/sw/voicesw/
ps556/ prod_maintenance_guides_list.html.

LINE_RESTRICTEDNot
Ready

32753
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Event DescriptionEventStateReason
Code

Agent's device is flagged as a restricted device by the
administrator of Unified Communications Manager.

If an agent’s device is added to the Restricted list,
it affects the function of RmCm subsystem.

Attention

If Allow Control of Device from CTI is not checked in the
Default Device Profile Configuration window in Unified
Communications Manager, the device remains restricted and
cannot be controlled. You can modify this setting for devices
that register with Unified Communications Manager. See the
CiscoUnifiedCommunicationsManager AdministrationGuide,
located at: http://www.cisco.com/en/US/products/sw/voicesw/
ps556/ prod_maintenance_guides_list.html.

DEVICE_RESTRICTEDNot
Ready

32754

Agent moves to Not Ready state after handling a Unified CCX
call. This event occurs in the following cases:

• Agent 1 is in Not Ready state and gets a consult call from
Agent 2. After handling the call, Agent 1 moves back to
Not Ready state.

• The Automatic Available option is disabled for the
agent. After handling a call, agent moves to Not Ready
state.

CALL_ENDEDNot
Ready

32755

Agent’s phone becomes active after it was in Phone Down
state.

PHONE_UPNot
Ready

32756

Unified Communications Manager fails over, and the agent is
moved to Not Ready state.

CM_FAILOVERNot
Ready

32757

Agent’s state changes from Work to Not Ready. This change
occurs if theWork state for that agent’s CSQ is associated with
an expired wrap-up timer.

WORK_TIMER_EXPNot
Ready

32758

Agent’s phone stops functioning and the agent is placed in the
Unavailable state.

PHONE_DOWNNot
Ready

32759

Agent logs in and is automatically placed in the Not Ready
state.

AGT_LOGONNot
Ready

32760

Agent is logged in to the desktop or IP phone and receives a
call that is not queued on the Unified CCX platform.

AGT_RCV_NON_ICDNot
Ready

32761

Agent goes off hook to place a call. If the agent enters a reason
code, that reason code is displayed. If the agent does not enter
a reason code, the system issues this reason code.

AGT_OFFHOOKNot
Ready

32762
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Event DescriptionEventStateReason
Code

Agent fails to answer a Unified CCX call within the specified
timeout period.

AGT_RNANot
Ready

32763

Active server becomes the standby server, and the agent loses
connection to the Unified CCX platform.

CRS_FAILURELogout32764

IP Phone Agent or desktop stops functioning, or connection
is disrupted.

CONNECTION_DOWNLogout32765

Agent closes the desktop without logging out.CLOSE_CADLogout32766

Agent is logged in to one device (computer or phone) and tries
to log in to a second device.

AGT_RELOGINLogout32767

Agent Statistics Report
The Agent Statistics Report presents performance statistics of the agents for the current day, since midnight.

Charts

None

Fields

The report includes a table that display the following information:

DescriptionField

Login ID of the agent.Agent ID

Calls sent to the agent, regardless of whether the agent picks up the call.Calls Offered

Calls connected to the agent.Calls Handled

Average time the agent spent in Talking state.

Average talk time = Total time in Talking state / Calls handled

Talk Time—Avg

Longest time the agent spent in Talking state.Talk Time—Max

Total time the agent spent in Talking state.Talk Time—Total

Average time the agent put the calls on hold.

Average hold time = Total time the calls were on hold / Calls handled

Hold Time—Avg

Longest time the agent put a call on hold.Hold Time—Max
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DescriptionField

Total time the agent put the calls on hold.Hold Time—Total

Average time the agent spent in Ready state.

Average ready time = Total time the agent spent in Ready state / Number
of times the agent moved to Ready state

Ready—Avg

Longest time the agent spent in Ready state.Ready—Max

Total time the agent spent in Ready state.Ready—Total

Average time the agent spent in Not Ready state.

Average not ready time = Total time the agent spent in Not Ready state /
Number of times the agent moved to Not Ready state

Not Ready—Avg

Longest time the agent spent in Not Ready state.Not Ready—Max

Total time the agent spent in Not Ready state.Not Ready—Total

Average time the agent spent in Work state.

Average work time = Total time in Work state / Calls completed

After Call Work—Avg

Longest time the agent spent in Work state.After Call Work—Max

Total time the agent spent in Work state.After Call Work—Total

Filter Criteria

You can filter using the following parameter:

ResultFilter parameter

Displays information for the agents who belong to the specified teams.Team Name

Grouping Criteria

None

Agent Team Summary Report
The Agent Team Summary Report presents the agent state and the reason code (where applicable). An agent
can view details of all the agents in the team.

Charts

None
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Fields

The report includes a table that displays the following information:

DescriptionField

First name and last name of the agent.Agent Name

State of the agent—Logged-In, Logout, Not Ready, Ready, Reserved,
Talking, or Work.

State

Reason code for the agent moving to Logout state or Not Ready state. It is
zero for other states. Zero indicates that no logout reason code is configured
or that the agent was unable to enter a reason code. It is also zero for other
states.

To view a list of reason codes and their descriptions, see the “Predefined”
reason codes section below.

Reason Code

Filter Criteria

You can filter using the following parameter:

ResultFilter parameter

Displays information for the agents who belong to the specified teams.Team Name

Grouping Criteria

None

Predefined Reason Codes

Event DescriptionEventStateReason
Code

Supervisor changes an agent’s state to Logout.SUP_AGT_TO_LOGOUTLogout22

Supervisor changes an agent’s state to Not Ready.SUP_AGT_TO_NOT
READY

Not
Ready

33

Agent is logged out from Unified CCX as the agent is deleted
fromUnified CommunicationsManager. This event is triggered
when Unified CCX synchronizes the agent information with
Unified Communications Manager.

AGENT_DELETEDLogout32748
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Event DescriptionEventStateReason
Code

Agent's state changes from Talking to Not Ready because the
Cancel feature is triggered during an Interactive Call
Distribution (ICD) consult call between two agents.

When the consulting agent presses the Cancel softkey on the
phone, the consulted agent is no longer associated with the
ICD call, and the consulted agent's state changes to Not Ready.
This feature is available only on some of the newer phones.

CANCEL_FEATURENot
Ready

32749

Agent is logged out from Unified CCX because the agent’s
Unified CCX extension changes in Unified Communications
Manager.

AGT_IPCC_EXT_
CHANGED

Logout32750

Agent receives a preview outbound call and skips the call.AGENT_SKIPSReady32751

Agent receives a preview outbound call, decides to cancel the
reservation, and presses theCancel Reservation button on the
desktop.

CANCEL_RESERVATIONReady32752

Agent’s phone line is flagged as a restricted device by the
administrator of Unified Communications Manager.

If an agent’s line is added to the restricted list, it
affects the function of RmCm subsystem.

Attention

If Allow Control of Device from CTI is not checked in the
Default Device Profile Configuration window in Unified
Communications Manager, the line remains restricted and
cannot be controlled. You can modify this setting for devices
that register with Unified Communications Manager. See the
CiscoUnifiedCommunicationsManager AdministrationGuide,
located at: http://www.cisco.com/en/US/products/sw/voicesw/
ps556/ prod_maintenance_guides_list.html.

LINE_RESTRICTEDNot
Ready

32753

Agent's device is flagged as a restricted device by the
administrator of Unified Communications Manager.

If an agent’s device is added to the Restricted list,
it affects the function of RmCm subsystem.

Attention

If Allow Control of Device from CTI is not checked in the
Default Device Profile Configuration window in Unified
Communications Manager, the device remains restricted and
cannot be controlled. You can modify this setting for devices
that register with Unified Communications Manager. See the
CiscoUnifiedCommunicationsManager AdministrationGuide,
located at: http://www.cisco.com/en/US/products/sw/voicesw/
ps556/ prod_maintenance_guides_list.html.

DEVICE_RESTRICTEDNot
Ready

32754
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Event DescriptionEventStateReason
Code

Agent moves to Not Ready state after handling a Unified CCX
call. This event occurs in the following cases:

• Agent 1 is in Not Ready state and gets a consult call from
Agent 2. After handling the call, Agent 1 moves back to
Not Ready state.

• The Automatic Available option is disabled for the
agent. After handling a call, agent moves to Not Ready
state.

CALL_ENDEDNot
Ready

32755

Agent’s phone becomes active after it was in Phone Down
state.

PHONE_UPNot
Ready

32756

Unified Communications Manager fails over, and the agent is
moved to Not Ready state.

CM_FAILOVERNot
Ready

32757

Agent’s state changes from Work to Not Ready. This change
occurs if theWork state for that agent’s CSQ is associated with
an expired wrap-up timer.

WORK_TIMER_EXPNot
Ready

32758

Agent’s phone stops functioning and the agent is placed in the
Unavailable state.

PHONE_DOWNNot
Ready

32759

Agent logs in and is automatically placed in the Not Ready
state.

AGT_LOGONNot
Ready

32760

Agent is logged in to the desktop or IP phone and receives a
call that is not queued on the Unified CCX platform.

AGT_RCV_NON_ICDNot
Ready

32761

Agent goes off hook to place a call. If the agent enters a reason
code, that reason code is displayed. If the agent does not enter
a reason code, the system issues this reason code.

AGT_OFFHOOKNot
Ready

32762

Agent fails to answer a Unified CCX call within the specified
timeout period.

AGT_RNANot
Ready

32763

Active server becomes the standby server, and the agent loses
connection to the Unified CCX platform.

CRS_FAILURELogout32764

IP Phone Agent or desktop stops functioning, or connection
is disrupted.

CONNECTION_DOWNLogout32765

Agent closes the desktop without logging out.CLOSE_CADLogout32766

Agent is logged in to one device (computer or phone) and tries
to log in to a second device.

AGT_RELOGINLogout32767
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Team State Report
The Team State Report presents each agent state and the time spent in a state. The supervisor can see agents
of all the assigned teams.

Charts

None

Fields

The report includes a table that displays the following information:

DescriptionField

First name and last name of the agent.Agent Name

Login ID of the agent.Agent ID

Time the agent logged in since midnight.Login Duration (since
midnight)

State of the agent—Logged-In, Logout, Not Ready, Ready, Reserved, Talking,
or Work.

Current State

Time that the agent spent in the current state.Duration

Filter Criteria

You can filter using the following parameter:

ResultFilter parameter

Displays information for the agents who belong to the specified teams.Team Name

Grouping Criteria

None

Team Summary Report
The Team Summary Report presents performance statistics of all the agents in the team. The following two
views are available for this report:

• Short and Long Term Average—Presents the performance statistics of the team members for the
current day based on short term and long term values.

• Since Midnight—Presents the performance statistics for the current day, since midnight.
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Note • Your administrator can set the short term value to 5, 10 or 15 minutes.

• Long term value is set to 30 minutes.

Charts

None

Fields

The following are the view-wise tables that are part of the report:

Table 1: Short and Long Term Average

DescriptionField

First name and last name of the agent.Agent Name

Login ID of the agent.Agent ID

Total login duration of the agent, since midnight.Login Duration (since
midnight)

Average time the agent spent in Talking state in the last 5, 10 or 15 minutes.Average Talk Time—Short
Term

Average time the agent spent in Talking state in the last 30 minutes.Average Talk Time—Long
Term

Average time the agent put the calls on hold in the last 5, 10 or 15 minutes.Average Hold Time—Short
Term

Average time the agent put the calls on hold in the last 30 minutes.Average Hold Time—Long
Term

Table 2: Since Midnight

DescriptionField

First name and last name of the agent.Agent Name

Login ID of the agent.Agent ID

Total login duration of the agent.Login Duration

Number of calls that are sent to the agent, regardless of whether the agent
answered the call.

Calls Offered
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DescriptionField

Number of calls that are answered by the agent.Calls Handled

Average ring time of calls before the calls were answered.

Average ring time = Total ring time / Calls handled

Average Ring Time

Average time the agent spent in Talking state.

Average talk time = Total time in Talking state / Calls handled

Talk Time—Avg

Longest time the agent spent in Talking state.Talk Time—Max

Total time the agent spent in Talking state.Talk Time—Total

Average time the agent put the calls on hold.

Average hold time = Total time calls were put on hold / Calls handled

Hold Time—Avg

Longest time the agent put a call on hold.Hold Time—Max

Total time the agent put the calls on hold.Hold Time—Total

Average time the agent spent in Ready state.

Average ready time = Total time the agent spent in Ready state / Number
of times the agent moved to Ready state

Ready Time—Avg

Longest time the agent spent in Ready state.Ready Time—Max

Total time the agent spent in Ready state.Ready Time—Total

Average time the agent spent in Not Ready state.

Average not ready time = Total time the agent spent in Not Ready state /
Number of times the agent moved to Not Ready state

Not Ready Time—Avg

Longest time the agent spent in Not Ready state.Not Ready Time—Max

Total time the agent spent in Not Ready state.Not Ready Time—Total

Average time the agent spent in Work state.

Average work time = Total time in Work state / Calls completed

After Call Work Time—Avg

Longest time the agent spent in Work state.After Call Work Time—Max

Total time the agent spent in Work state.After Call Work Time—Total

Filter Criteria

You can filter using the following parameter:
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ResultFilter parameter

Displays information for the agents who belong to the specified teams.Team Name

Grouping Criteria

None

Voice CSQ Agent Detail Report
The Voice CSQ Agent Detail Report presents the agent current state, duration in the state and the reason code
where applicable.

Charts

None

Fields

The report includes a table that displays the following information:

DescriptionField

Name of the Contact Service Queue (CSQ).CSQ

First name and last name of the agent.Agent Name

Login ID of the agent.Agent ID

State of the agent—Logged-In, Logout, Not Ready, Ready, Reserved, Talking,
or Work.

Current State

Time that the agent spent in the current state.Duration

Reason code for the agent moving to Logout state or Not Ready state. Zero
indicates that no logout reason code is configured or that the agent was unable
to enter a reason code. It is also zero for other states.

To view a list of reason codes and their descriptions, see the “Predefined” reason
codes section below.

Reason Code

Filter Criteria

You can filter using the following parameter:

ResultFilter parameter

Displays information for the agents who belong to the specified teams.Team Name
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Grouping Criteria

None

Predefined Reason Codes

Event DescriptionEventStateReason
Code

Supervisor changes an agent’s state to Logout.SUP_AGT_TO_LOGOUTLogout22

Supervisor changes an agent’s state to Not Ready.SUP_AGT_TO_NOT
READY

Not
Ready

33

Agent is logged out from Unified CCX as the agent is deleted
fromUnified CommunicationsManager. This event is triggered
when Unified CCX synchronizes the agent information with
Unified Communications Manager.

AGENT_DELETEDLogout32748

Agent's state changes from Talking to Not Ready because the
Cancel feature is triggered during an Interactive Call
Distribution (ICD) consult call between two agents.

When the consulting agent presses the Cancel softkey on the
phone, the consulted agent is no longer associated with the
ICD call, and the consulted agent's state changes to Not Ready.
This feature is available only on some of the newer phones.

CANCEL_FEATURENot
Ready

32749

Agent is logged out from Unified CCX because the agent’s
Unified CCX extension changes in Unified Communications
Manager.

AGT_IPCC_EXT_
CHANGED

Logout32750

Agent receives a preview outbound call and skips the call.AGENT_SKIPSReady32751

Agent receives a preview outbound call, decides to cancel the
reservation, and presses theCancel Reservation button on the
desktop.

CANCEL_RESERVATIONReady32752

Agent’s phone line is flagged as a restricted device by the
administrator of Unified Communications Manager.

If an agent’s line is added to the restricted list, it
affects the function of RmCm subsystem.

Attention

If Allow Control of Device from CTI is not checked in the
Default Device Profile Configuration window in Unified
Communications Manager, the line remains restricted and
cannot be controlled. You can modify this setting for devices
that register with Unified Communications Manager. See the
CiscoUnifiedCommunicationsManager AdministrationGuide,
located at: http://www.cisco.com/en/US/products/sw/voicesw/
ps556/ prod_maintenance_guides_list.html.

LINE_RESTRICTEDNot
Ready

32753
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Event DescriptionEventStateReason
Code

Agent's device is flagged as a restricted device by the
administrator of Unified Communications Manager.

If an agent’s device is added to the Restricted list,
it affects the function of RmCm subsystem.

Attention

If Allow Control of Device from CTI is not checked in the
Default Device Profile Configuration window in Unified
Communications Manager, the device remains restricted and
cannot be controlled. You can modify this setting for devices
that register with Unified Communications Manager. See the
CiscoUnifiedCommunicationsManager AdministrationGuide,
located at: http://www.cisco.com/en/US/products/sw/voicesw/
ps556/ prod_maintenance_guides_list.html.

DEVICE_RESTRICTEDNot
Ready

32754

Agent moves to Not Ready state after handling a Unified CCX
call. This event occurs in the following cases:

• Agent 1 is in Not Ready state and gets a consult call from
Agent 2. After handling the call, Agent 1 moves back to
Not Ready state.

• The Automatic Available option is disabled for the
agent. After handling a call, agent moves to Not Ready
state.

CALL_ENDEDNot
Ready

32755

Agent’s phone becomes active after it was in Phone Down
state.

PHONE_UPNot
Ready

32756

Unified Communications Manager fails over, and the agent is
moved to Not Ready state.

CM_FAILOVERNot
Ready

32757

Agent’s state changes from Work to Not Ready. This change
occurs if theWork state for that agent’s CSQ is associated with
an expired wrap-up timer.

WORK_TIMER_EXPNot
Ready

32758

Agent’s phone stops functioning and the agent is placed in the
Unavailable state.

PHONE_DOWNNot
Ready

32759

Agent logs in and is automatically placed in the Not Ready
state.

AGT_LOGONNot
Ready

32760

Agent is logged in to the desktop or IP phone and receives a
call that is not queued on the Unified CCX platform.

AGT_RCV_NON_ICDNot
Ready

32761

Agent goes off hook to place a call. If the agent enters a reason
code, that reason code is displayed. If the agent does not enter
a reason code, the system issues this reason code.

AGT_OFFHOOKNot
Ready

32762
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Event DescriptionEventStateReason
Code

Agent fails to answer a Unified CCX call within the specified
timeout period.

AGT_RNANot
Ready

32763

Active server becomes the standby server, and the agent loses
connection to the Unified CCX platform.

CRS_FAILURELogout32764

IP Phone Agent or desktop stops functioning, or connection
is disrupted.

CONNECTION_DOWNLogout32765

Agent closes the desktop without logging out.CLOSE_CADLogout32766

Agent is logged in to one device (computer or phone) and tries
to log in to a second device.

AGT_RELOGINLogout32767

Voice CSQ Summary Report
The Voice CSQ Summary Report presents agent statistics and call statistics for a Contact Service Queue
(CSQ). The following three views are available for this report:

• Snapshot—Presents the performance statistics of the agents that are associated with the specified CSQs.

• Short and Long Term Average—Presents the call statistics of the CSQ for the current day based on
short term and long term values.

• Since Midnight—Presents the call statistics of the CSQ, since midnight.

Note • Your administrator can set the short term value to 5, 10 or 15 minutes.

• Long term value is set to 30 minutes.

Charts

None

Fields

The following are the view-wise tables that are part of the report:

Table 3: Snapshot

DescriptionField

Name of the CSQ.CSQ Name
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DescriptionField

Number of agents in Logged-In state.Agents Logged In

Number of agents in Talking state.Agents Talking

Number of agents in Ready state.Agents Ready

Number of agents in Not Ready state.Agents Not Ready

Number of agents in Work state.Agents in After Call Work

Number of agents in Reserved state.Agents Reserved

Elapsed wait time of the oldest call in the queue.Longest Call in Queue

Table 4: Short and Long Term Average

DescriptionField

Name of the CSQ.CSQ Name

Number of abandoned calls in the last 5, 10 or 15 minutes.Calls Abandoned—Short Term

Number of abandoned calls in the last 30 minutes.Calls Abandoned—Long Term

Number of dequeued calls in the last 5, 10 or 15 minutes.Calls Dequeued—Short Term

Number of dequeued calls in the last 30 minutes.Calls Dequeued—Long Term

Average handle time of the calls that are routed to the CSQ in the last 5,
10 or 15 minutes.

Average Contact Handling
Time—Short Term

Average handle time of the calls that are routed to the CSQ in the last 30
minutes.

Average Contact Handling
Time—Long Term

Average wait time of the calls that are routed to the CSQ in the last 5, 10
or 15 minutes..

Average Waiting
Duration—Short Term

Average wait time of the calls that are routed to the CSQ in the last 30
minutes.

Average Waiting
Duration—Long Term

Service level is measured in the last 5, 10 or 15 minutes. The most recent
service level is displayed in case there are no calls in the measurement
window.

Service Level—Short Term

Service level in the last 30 minutes.Service Level—Long Term
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Table 5: Since Midnight

DescriptionField

Name of the CSQ.CSQ Name

Number of calls that are presented to the CSQ.Total Calls

Number of calls that are answered by the agents in the CSQ.Handled Calls

Longest talk time of any call that the agent handled.Longest Handle Time

Longest wait time of any call before it is answered.Longest Call in Queue

Filter Criteria

You can filter using the following parameter:

ResultFilter parameter

Displays information for the CSQs that belong to the specified teams.Team Name

Grouping Criteria

None
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